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Online Roulette
Thanks to pop culture, it is impossible to imagine a casino without a
crowd around a roulette table watching  the roulette ball with bated breath. It’s make
or break, the pinnacle of the casino experience.
With King Casino’s expansive selection
 of roulette games, you will have no problem recreating this excitement with the chance
to win real money. Roulette is  a simple table game that can appeal to all – it’s
fast-paced, and you can play it in a way  that suits you.
Whether it’s your first time
or you’re a casino veteran, this page will provide all the information you  need to get
playing. We will be covering how to play, the table odds and much more.
Best Online
Roulette Games
There  are three variations of classic roulette each with a different
betting table: French roulette, American and European roulette.
In addition to  classic
roulette, there are many different roulette variations available for those looking to
shake up this casino classic.
Below are just  a few common variations players can
enjoy:
Mini Roulette
Just like it says on the tin, this twist on the classic roulette
 has a smaller wheel and fewer numbers – usually 13 numbers, 1-12 and a 0.
Multi-Wheel
Roulette
Again, the name says it  all. This is roulette that has multiple wheels, and
typically the player can choose how many wheels to bet on,  usually up to 8.
3D
Roulette
This is the classic online roulette with upgraded graphics and an engaging 3D
display instead of  the more basic 2D display typically found in online roulette.
Live
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Dealer Roulette
Visit the casino from anywhere in the world! Join  a game online at a
table with a dealer spinning the wheel and dropping the white ball live from a  real
casino, this variation offers a more immersive casino experience, payout odds can vary
depending on the game and the  betting options chosen.
Play Online Roulette At King
Casino
Here at King Casino, we have an abundance of online casino games with  over 40
roulette games available, meaning there’s something for everyone. We have a selection
of online roulette with RNG technology  as well as live roulette streamed from a real
casino, so you can find the right one for you.
You are  spoilt for choice with games
such as 3D European Roulette, 10p Roulette and Roulette Live, to name a few.
To play
 Roulette at King Casino, simply click the ‘Join’ button at the top-right of the screen
and follow the steps to  start playing!
How To Play Casino Roulette Online (For
Beginners)
Roulette remains one of, if not the most popular casino games as  it can be
one of the easiest table games to play. It is as simple as placing your bet and
 spinning the wheel.
There are many different ways to play with a selection of available
bets and differing odds. If you  are seeking a potentially bigger payout and willing to
face lower odds, then placing inside bets is for you. On  the other hand, if you want to
play it a bit more safe and accept a smaller possible return on  your bet, outside bets
could be the way to go.
Types of Roulette Bets
Outside Bets are the bets placed in the
 boxes outside of the numbers, these have greater odds and lower payouts. These
include:
Red or Black – 1:1 payout
Odd or  Even – 1:1 payout
High (1-18) or Low (19-36)
– 1:1 payout
Column – 2:1 payout
Dozen – 2:1 payout
Inside Bets are placed  on the
numbers, these have lower odds but may provide larger payouts on winning spins. These
include:
Six Line: 6 adjacent  numbers – 5:1 payout
Corner: 4 adjacent numbers – 8:1
payout
Street: 3 vertical numbers – 11:1 payout
Split: 2 adjacent numbers –  11:1
payout
Straight Up: Bet on only 1 number – 35:1 payout
The different bets allow you to
play roulette your way,  making this the perfect game for beginners looking to dip their
toes into online casinos as well as players with  a high-risk, high reward attitude. A
simple game that can accommodate any player, it’s no wonder roulette has withstood the
 test of time.
Online Roulette Gameplay and Wheel Layout
Unlike slot games, the Roulette



game layout is almost the same for all  variants. It’s better to understand the layout
of the wheel and table before the gameplay:
Roulette Online Wheel Layout
As mentioned
earlier,  online Roulette has three significant variants: French, American and European
and their wheel layout slightly differs. The American roulette wheel  has 38 pockets
that include numbers from 1 – 36 plus 0 and 00. However, European and French Roulette
wheels  have 37 pockets, excluding the 00.
Roulette Online Table Layout
The variation of
colours and numbers may seem complex at first, but  they are pretty easy to understand.
The extra 00 in American Roulette gave it a higher house edge despite the  payout on the
game being paid per 36 numbers. Whereas European and French Roulette has a lower house
edge as  they exclude the 00 pocket on the wheel.
Virtual Roulette Gameplay
Online
Roulette is vastly played worldwide because of its simple gameplay,  and here is how the
casino game works:
The first step is to choose a licensed online casino with an
adequate  Roulette collection. Click on the game, and you can place the bets by moving
the chips on the desired bet.  The wheel will spin automatically, and the ball will
decide your fate. If the ball lands on one of your  chosen numbers, you get a payout; if
not, better luck next time. Next, you can either change the bet or  spin the wheel with
the same bet. You can keep playing the game as long as you want.
Online Roulette Games
 For Everybody
The differences between the 3 main versions of roulette (American,
European & French) are subtle and provide a slightly  different playing experience, but
this largely comes down to personal preference.
American roulette wheel with the
numbers 1-36, 0 and 00  on it. It has a house edge of 5.26%.
European roulette wheel
with the numbers 1-36 and only one 0 on  it. It has a house edge of 2.70%.
French
roulette, like European roulette, has a wheel with only the one 0  on it. However, this
version can also include the “La Partage” or “En Prison” rules. The house edge of
French  roulette is the same as European roulette but changes to 1.35% when the La
Partage rule applies.
La Partage: if the  ball lands on 0, you get half your bet back –
in American or European, the player loses their bet  (the default rule for French
roulette).
if the ball lands on 0, you get half your bet back – in American  or
European, the player loses their bet (the default rule for French roulette). En Prison:
if the ball lands on  0, then chips are kept aside (in prison), and if you win the next
spin, then you get them back;  if you lose, then they are lost.
These rules only apply
to even-money bets. Check which of these rules are in  effect before playing.
American
Roulette Odds
Bet Odds Red / Black / Odd / Even / High / Low 47.37% Column /  Dozen
31.58% Six Line 15.79% Corner 10.53% Street 7.89% Split 5.26% Straight Up
2.63%
European Roulette Odds



Bet Odds Red / Black  / Odd / Even / High / Low 48.65%
Column / Dozen 32.43% Six Line 16.22% Corner 10.81% Street 8.11%  Split 5.41% Straight
Up 2.70%
American Vs European Roulette: Which Should You Play?
The significant
difference between European and American Roulette is  their wheel layout; the latter
include 00, whereas the former has only one 0 pocket. Players may think that choosing
 the right wheel may affect their winning odds in the long run, but in reality, there is
no particular reason  for preferring one over another.
Even though the 00 pocket may
seem like it would increase your payout, all it does  is decrease your winning odds. One
aspect where the European Roulette takes the lead on American Roulette is its En  Prison
rule that lets the players imprison their bet that may win their chips back over the
next turn. Overall,  there is no such thing that playing with a particular wheel can
increase your winning chances on Roulette. It’s a  luck-based casino game generated on
RNG technology.
Play Roulette With Real Dealers
While online casinos have become
increasingly popular, it lacks the  same atmosphere and social experience that a real
casino provides for some. This is where live roulette comes in; the  convenience of
online meets the social aspect of in person.
Streamed from a real casino with a dealer
spinning the wheel  and dropping the ball in real-time, live roulette offers a bustling
atmosphere and allows for a more immersive experience.
There are  plenty of live
roulette games available on King Casino, such as Kensington Roulette and Grand
Roulette.
Roulette Strategies & Tips
There are  no strategies that can increase your
winning chances on online or offline Roulette; however, certain betting models are
available. You  can choose any of these betting systems and plan your gameplay
accordingly:
Martingale: In this betting model, players only love even  money bets.
Players double their chances on every loss, and with this betting system, players
rarely lose their entire bankroll.
In  this betting model, players only love even money
bets. Players double their chances on every loss, and with this betting  system, players
rarely lose their entire bankroll. Labouchere: In this betting system, players decide a
winning amount and change it  according to the outcome. However, this betting model may
predict the future, but it eliminates losing chances by allowing players  to evaluate
the number they need to reach their target.
In this betting system, players decide a
winning amount and change  it according to the outcome. However, this betting model may
predict the future, but it eliminates losing chances by allowing  players to evaluate
the number they need to reach their target. D’Alembert: The betting system agrees with
the Martingale in  increasing wager when they lose. It’s a low-risk betting model and
perfect for players who don’t want to lose an  entire bankroll.
The betting system
agrees with the Martingale in increasing wager when they lose. It’s a low-risk betting
model and  perfect for players who don’t want to lose an entire bankroll. Fibonacci: The
betting system is based on the Fibonacci  Mathematical Sequence. If you win, move on to
the following number; however, take back two steps in the sequence in  case of
losing.



Exclusive Online Roulette Variants at King Casino
King Casino believes in
variety, and you will find all types of  casino games in our collection, including
Roulette, both in virtual and live versions. Here are some of the virtual Roulette
 games in our library you can try after depositing in your casino account to play with
real money:
Roulette Title Provider  RTP Variant 3D European Roulette Iron Dog Studio
97.30% European Auto Roulette Evolution Gaming 97.3% European Immersive Roulette
Evolution Gaming  97.3% European Turbo Roulette Gamevy 97.3% European 10p Roulette
Gamevy 97.3% European American Roulette NetEnt 94.74% American
Mobile Roulette
Games
Most gamblers  nowadays love their smartphones and prefer casino games compatible
with their compact devices. The good news is Roulette providers are  well aware of this
crucial fact and have been developing HTML5-equipped Roulette variants. Now you can
play video Roulettes on  your mobile screen and live Roulette with all its bells and
whistles. We suggest playing live Roulette in landscape mode  for a full gaming
experience.
When it comes to mobile Roulette, you have two options you can either play
in a  mobile browser or a casino app. Lucky for you, King Casino features an impeccable
casino app that enables players to  play all the variants of Roulette on smartphone
devices with premium graphics and sound effects.
Roulette Casino Bonus For New
Players
King  Casino offers a welcome package for new players of up to £150 plus 50
extra spins on some incredible online  slots.
Upon placing your 1st deposit of £20 or
more, you can claim 100% deposit bonus up to £50 + 20  extra spins on Book of Dead.
Following your 2nd deposit, you can claim 50% deposit bonus up to £100 +  30 extra spins
on Starburst.
Get signed up and claim your welcome bonus at King Casino!
18+. New
Players Only. Min. deposit  £20. UK players. Max. bonus 1st deposit 100% up to £50 and
2nd deposit 50% up to £100. Max wins  from spins £100. 35x wagering applies, within 21
days. 20 spins on 1st deposit and 30 spins on 2nd deposit.  Spins expire after 24 hours
(Full T&Cs apply).
Online Roulette FAQs
Is Roulette All Luck?
The game of roulette is
indeed all about  chance, but the bet selected by the player determines the level of
risk involved. As shown in the tables above,  outside bets have greater odds than inside
bets.
What Is The Safest Bet In Roulette?
The lowest risk bets in roulette are  the
outside even-money bets: black, red, odd, even, high, or low. The odds of these bets
are 47.37% in American  roulette and 48.65% in European roulette.
How Do You Double Your
Money In Roulette?
Winning even-money bets in roulette would see a  player double the
money placed on the bet.
What’s The Difference Between European Roulette & American
Roulette?
American roulette has the numbers  1-36, 0 and 00 on the wheel. Whereas



European roulette only has 1-36 and 0.
Is There A Trick To Win  Roulette?
There is no
“trick” to winning roulette. However, there are betting strategies that are popular
amongst players in order to  try to minimise losses.
What Is The Best Site To Play
Roulette Online?
With 40+ roulette games available, King Casino is one  of the best
online casino sites to play roulette on.
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Se procura pelo drible de futebol, veja roleta (futebol)Foto de uma roleta
A roleta é um jogo de azar muito comum  em casinos.
O termo deriva do francês roulette, que significa "roda pequena".
O uso da roleta como elemento de jogo de azar,  em configurações distintas da atual, não está
documentado na entrada da Idade Média.
É de suspeitar que a nummer roulette referência mais  antiga seja a chamada "Roda da Fortuna",
conhecida ao longo de toda a história.
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E-mail:
quase nunca diga não ao bolo de chocolate. Eu sou um otário para todos eles, desde super-fudgy
e sem farinha  até tortes intensamente escuros! Mas este é a torta que vou fazer por uma
multidão: É fácil assar com migalhas  veludas nummer roulette bolinhas únicas ou sorvete
mascarpone no leite trazendo textura cremosa deliciosa... Casual ainda assim incipiente;
Chocolate duplo e mascarpone  bandejabake
Prep
20 min.
Cooke
40 min.
Servis
16
100g de manteiga sem sal
,
mais para engraxar extra
75g chocolate escuro
farinha de trigo 220g simples
45g cacau nummer roulette pó
280g açúcar  mascavado leve
2 colheres de sopa fermento nummer roulette pó.
Bicarbonato de sódio 12 colher/spo

You can bet anywhere from 1 to all 38 numbers on an American roulette wheel. This includes a
straight up bet on any number 1 �36 and bets on the zero and the double zero.
nummer roulette

You can cover any six numbers from two rows � called a six-line bet � on a line that intersects them
and the payout is 5-1. You can bet on any of the vertical columns and the payout is 2-1. There are
also squares for the numbers 1-12, 13-24 and 25-36.
nummer roulette
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12 colher de sopa sal escamoso.
3 ovos grandes
2 colheres  de sopa óleo vegetal
100ml de leite integral
Para o fosco,
170g de chocolate ao leite
, além de chocolate extra raspado para terminar.
60g  de manteiga sem sal
25g cacau nummer roulette pó
200ml creme duplo
Uma pitada de sal escamoso.
125g mascarpone
, à temperatura ambiente;
Aqueça o forno a  180C (160 C ventilador) / 350F/gás 4. Engraxar uma lata de cozimento 23cm x
33 cm, nummer roulette seguida forro-o com  papel à prova da graxidade. deixando saliência
suficiente para ajudálo levantar fora do bolo depois que assarem;
Para o bolo, coloque  chocolate e manteiga nummer roulette uma tigela à prova de calor para
derreter rapidamente no microondas ou sobre um pano com  água fervente. Reserve-se a
arrefecer!
Em uma tigela grande, misture a farinha de trigo e cacau nummer roulette pó açúcar fermento pós
 bicarbonato bicarbe sal. Faça um poço no centro do prato; coloque os ovos com óleo leite fresco
chocolate/manteiga misturando-se para  bater numa massa espessa suave Despeje 150ml água
quente na boca da panela até misturar novamente o produto inteiro  bem combinado!
Despeje a massa na lata preparada, depois asse por 35-40 minutos ou até que um espeto
inserido no meio  saia limpo. Tire do forno para esfriar o corpo da panela
Coloque o chocolate, manteiga e cacau nummer roulette pó. Metade do  creme de leite ou sal
numa panela pequena até derreter suavemente!
Coloque a mascarpona nummer roulette uma tigela, despeje o chocolate mistura  sobre ele e
depois bata bem para combinar. Adicione todo resto do creme; misture até ficar liso – deixe
esfriar  mais rapidamente com consistência espalhável!
Espalhe a cobertura por todo o topo e os lados do bolo, cubra com chocolate raspado.  Em
seguida corte-a para servir ao sabor da sobremesa!  
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